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About This Report
We are pleased to share our first standalone climate report documenting our efforts towards implementing the
recommendations of the Taskforce on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) within the Financial Stability
Board (FSB), an international entity which monitors the global financial system. As formal supporters of the TCFD
and end users of TCFD reporting, we believe that providing further transparency about our approach and progress
on climate risks and opportunities is a critical step forward for our organization. It is aligned with our longstanding
belief that climate change poses risks to the global financial system, and as active players in the system, we will
continue to work towards improving disclosures amongst our investee companies and thereby understanding
climate risk within our investments. The report also describes our data-driven approach to monitoring, evaluating
and managing material climate-related risks and opportunities. We recognize that preparing disclosures aligned
with the TCFD’s recommendations is a journey which will evolve as data, metrics, methodologies and understanding
around climate risks evolve over time.

Scope
All information contained in this report is specific to TDAM, except where noted otherwise. This report covers the
reporting period between November 1, 2020 and October 31, 2021.
In 2021, Epoch Investment Partners, Inc. (Epoch) and TDAM conducted a strategic review regarding legal entities.
To simplify our structure, the decision was made to merge the TDAM USA Inc. legal entity into the Epoch Investment
Partners, Inc. legal entity effective December 31, 2021. This enables us to have Epoch as the one registered
investment advisor in the United States. This report does not contain any information related to Epoch. For more
information on Epoch’s sustainability practices and disclosures, please visit its ESG reporting page >.

Climate
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Introduction
TD Asset Management Inc. (TDAM) is a leading asset manager in North America with an expanding global presence
and directs $427 billion in assets on behalf of retail and institutional investors as of October 31, 2021. TDAM offers a
diversified suite of investment solutions to corporations, pension funds, endowments and foundations. Additionally,
TDAM manages assets on behalf of almost two million retail investors and offers a broadly diversified suite of
investment solutions, including mutual funds, professionally managed portfolios and corporate class funds.
TDAM upholds a strong discipline of risk-managed investment processes. Within these, TDAM considers climate
change a systemic risk that affects economies, companies and investors. TDAM’s approach to climate change is
aligned with our overall philosophy of integrating all sources of risk and return in our investment processes.
Our approach to climate change is grounded in science-led research and continues to evolve. It helps position
our portfolios to capitalize on investment opportunities arising from an accelerated transition to a low-carbon
economy and it helps us manage undue climate-related physical and transition risks. Physical risks are those
related to the impacts of a changing climate, including changes in frequency or severity of extreme weather events,
rising sea levels and temperatures. Transition risks are those related to impacts associated with legal, regulatory,
technological, or behavioural changes resulting from the transition to a lower-carbon economy.

TDAM’s Approach to Net-Zero by 2050
We believe that asset managers have an important role to play in the global ambition to limit greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) to net-zero by 2050 to limit further global temperature increases. As such, we support the
principles and outcomes of the 2021 Glasgow Climate Pact and will continue to monitor ongoing developments
in subsequent meetings of the Conference of Parties (COP), the ultimate decision-making body within the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change. We will continue to review and evolve our approach towards a net-zero
transition with reference to climate science developments.
Our Operational Net-Zero Target
TD1 measures and reports on GHG emissions, including those related to TDAM’s operations. TD has been carbonneutral since 2010, and in 2020, TD announced its Climate Action Plan, including a target to achieve net-zero GHG
emissions associated with its operations and financing by 2050. In 2021, TD announced its first science-based
interim target to achieve an absolute reduction in Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions by 25% by 2025, relative
to a 2019 baseline. This target includes the GHG emissions related to TDAM’s operations. For more details on TD’s
operational footprint, visit TD’s ESG Reporting page >.
Within the investments managed by TDAM, we are focused on the following principles:
1.

Increase transparency: Subject to data availability, we will track and disclose the GHG emissions associated
with our investments on an aggregate level, using best available methodologies and following TCFD guidance
for asset managers.

2. Integrate and monitor climate risks in investments: We will continue to integrate material climate-related
risks into investment due diligence, where appropriate, including physical risk assessments of our real asset
portfolios. As part of our own monitoring processes, climate risk metrics will be included in internal quarterly
reviews at the portfolio level where data is available.
3. Advocate and promote industry dialogue to influence rapid progress: Where methodologies for measuring
GHG emissions and climate risk metrics are still under development, we intend to participate in industry
conversations through organizations such as Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financial (PCAF)2 and the
United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI)3 and integrate the developments into our
investment decision making.
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4. Focus on climate change through our stewardship and engagement program: We encourage companies in
our portfolios to be aligned to net-zero by 2050 or sooner. We will strive to track and engage companies in our
portfolios that do not measure or report their GHG emissions, or do not have net-zero aligned targets. Where
climate change is a material financial risk, we intend to add these companies to our annual climate focus
list and engage with them using identified objectives. Where possible, we will conduct these engagements
directly, but where direct engagement is not possible, we will engage through letter writing or collaborative
engagement programs, such as Climate Action 100+4 and Climate Engagement Canada (CEC)5. Additionally,
we will encourage our portfolio companies to set science-based targets using appropriate methodologies.
5. Engage in Proxy Voting: In the absence of requisite disclosures, TDAM will generally support proposals seeking
basic and enhanced disclosures on how the company identifies, measures and manages its climate-related risks,
as well as those proposals calling on companies to reduce GHG emissions and set science-based targets. We will
evaluate advisory votes on climate, often referred to as “Say on Climate” – either proposed by management itself
or requested of management by shareholders – on a case-by-case basis.
6. Support our clients’ climate objectives: When our institutional clients set their own climate objectives and
targets, we commit to working with those clients to deliver solutions and support their transition to net-zero by
2050 or sooner.

2021 – TDAM – Key Climate Highlights
•

Conducted preliminary scenario analysis and carbon footprinting across equity and corporate fixed income
holdings across TDAM’s investment funds’ portfolios

•

Became a founding member of Climate Engagement Canada >

•

Signed the Global Investor Statement to Governments on the Climate Crisis > and the Canadian Investor
Statement on Climate Change >

•

Supported 35 climate focused shareholder proposals and held 80+ climate focused engagements with
investee companies

•

Established six firm-wide climate focused working groups that are focused on accelerating and innovating
TDAM’s approach to climate change

Governance
At TDAM, sustainable investing and climate governance starts with TDAM’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO), who is
responsible for establishing and maintaining progress on strategic priorities for TDAM, including our approach to
ESG and climate change.
TDAM’s Chief Investment Officer (CIO) and the Head of ESG Research and Engagement have executive
accountability for climate strategy and risk management within the investment function.
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TDAM’s ESG Research and Engagement Team
TDAM’s ESG Research and Engagement team is operationally responsible for TDAM’s efforts on ESG. The team’s
mandate includes leading the firm’s proxy voting activities, including developing the firm’s proxy voting guidelines;
leading the firm’s ESG-specific engagement efforts, including dedicated engagements with our annual Climate
Focus List companies; maintaining an active schedule of thought leadership publications, often in collaboration with
colleagues from the investment team; advising on development of new sustainability-focused products; acting as
ESG subject matter experts within the firm and conducting knowledge sharing sessions with other teams across the
firm; and leading the firm’s climate strategy activities.

TDAM’s ESG Committee
TDAM has a dedicated ESG Committee that oversees the firm’s overall ESG strategy and integration efforts. The
Committee facilitates discussion around ESG issues, engagements, and policy direction. The Committee is made
up of a diverse set of seasoned professionals and includes members of the investment management, external
distribution and investment risk teams. The Committee meets on a quarterly basis, in addition to ad hoc meetings,
where necessary. Under the Committee’s Terms of Reference, items that require additional discussion would be
escalated to TDAM’s Risk Committee.
The TDAM ESG Committee strives to ensure that the sustainable investment approach is well implemented across
the TDAM platform and that our ESG strategy is clearly communicated across the business. TDAM ESG Committee
members also collect feedback through engagement with clients and consultants, combining it with industry
trends and research to inform TDAM’s ESG strategy and engagement efforts. The work of the ESG Committee is
communicated to upper management, including the CEO, CIO and portfolio managers, all of whom serve critical
roles in advancing sustainability across the firm and within the portfolios TDAM manages.
The mandate of the TDAM ESG Committee includes, but is not limited to, matters related to TDAM’s ESG:
•

Approach and strategy

•

Proxy voting

•

Implementation

•

Coordination

•

Engagements

•

Industry developments, compliance and regulatory developments

Proxy Voting Sub-Committee
Proxy voting at TDAM is overseen and governed by its dedicated Proxy Voting Sub-Committee, which is a subcommittee of the broader TDAM ESG Committee. The Proxy Voting Sub-Committee is responsible for reviewing
and approving TDAM’s proxy voting guidelines and its custom voting instructions on ESG issues, identifying
key or emerging proxy issues, and deliberating and deciding on any deviations or overrides of TDAM’s vote
recommendations. The Proxy Voting Sub-Committee is comprised of members from TDAM’s investment and
ESG teams, including the CIO.

Climate-Focused Working Groups
As part of TDAM’s evolving climate action plan, the TDAM ESG Committee and TDAM’s CIO approved the
establishment of six climate-focused working groups to accelerate the pace of climate risk integration across
all facets of TDAM.
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While the mandates and goals of
the working groups vary, broadly
the intention is that the groups will
maintain progress on achieving the
firm’s climate goals and develop
solutions to current challenges faced
in improving TDAM’s approach to
the respective focus area. Working
groups are made up of members from
across the firm. The six groups are:
i.

Target Setting

ii. Investing in Climate Solutions
iii. Measurement and Tracking
iv. Reporting, Transparency and
Amplification
v.

Investment Integration

CEO
CIO

TDAM ESG Committee

Investment Teams

• Approach and
Strategy
• Implementation
• Engagements
• Proxy Voting
• Coordination
• Industry
Developments,
Compliance,
and Regulatory
Developments

• Fundamental
Equity
• Quantitative Equity
• Fixed Income
• Multi-Asset
Solutions
• Alternative Assets
• Passive Investing

vi. Stewardship and Engagement

TDAM ESG Research
& Engagement Team
• Developing and
maintaining TDAM
ESG Objectives
• Producing ESG
research & analysis
• Leading active
ownership efforts
• Advancing ESG
integration
• Producing ESG
content

TDAM Climate Working Groups

Strategy
TDAM uses a multi-tiered approach to addressing the climate-related risks and opportunities within our business
strategy. Climate risks include chronic and acute physical impacts of climate change as well as transition risks
resulting from the low-carbon transition. Please refer to the Risk Management section for further details. Climate
opportunities represent the products and services we can offer our customers and clients to support their goals, our
long-term growth strategy and the transition to the low-carbon economy.
Our strategy for managing climate-related risks and opportunities begins with our approach to integrating ESG
factors within our investment strategies. We further address climate risk in our investments through our stewardship
and engagement program, as well our proxy voting activities. Additionally, we continue to develop new ESG and
climate-focused solutions for our clients. Finally, we believe it is important to contribute to the advancement
of climate change as a risk and opportunity in the asset management industry, and we do so through regular
publication of thought leadership from professionals across the firm and through participation in industry initiatives.

Investment Integration
At TDAM, our core thesis is one in which we favour an integrated engagement approach to ESG factors. We believe
that, as investors in a broad array of asset classes, we have a significant role to play in being a positive influence for
continued improvement in ESG, and we believe that considering ESG factors provides us with a more robust view of
potential risks and opportunities. At TDAM, we focus on ESG issues that we can influence and are likely to impact the
long-term value of an investment. While we advocate for engagement, for clients with a different philosophical view
on ESG, we do provide and continue to develop screened investment products.
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The above principles serve as guideposts for how all of TDAM’s investment teams approach ESG integration and
adopt processes attuned to their specific mandates. TDAM’s effort to incorporate sustainability into its investment
decisions is long-standing; we take a proactive approach to evolving our analysis as ESG data matures, relevancy
comes into focus for our investee companies, and regulatory frameworks push to expand market awareness. Under
our approach, financially material ESG factors, including climate factors, are weighed alongside other traditional
investment criteria, with investment implications resulting if an ESG issue or event changes the intended risk/return
profile of an investment. Additional attention is given to any ESG issues that may impede the long-term sustainability
of financial markets overall.
Fundamental Equities: TDAM’s Fundamental Equity team integrates ESG factors directly into its investment analysis.
The process for incorporating these factors into decision-making is three-fold and involves the following central
components:
1.

Systematic Reviews of Issuers’ ESG Risks – Where appropriate, we incorporate ESG assessments and concerns
into research reports to help ensure issuers’ ESG-related risks are reviewed, updated and assessed by our sector
analysts. Although we augment our work with information from third parties, including sell-side brokerage firms
as well as ESG data providers, we consider conducting our own review and assessment as a key part of the
process. This is in line with our belief that ESG issues should be given significant consideration as they provide us
with a more robust view of potential risks and opportunities.

2. Thematic ESG Research – We conduct research about ESG themes with potential for high impact on the
companies in which we invest. We have found this is the best way to highlight the structural changes to their
various sectors and impacts on the companies themselves.
3. Active Ownership – We are committed to being actively engaged investors: our sector analysts regularly meet
with company management teams and discuss applicable ESG issues, goals and emerging trends.
Quantitative equities: TDAM’s Quantitative Equity team seeks to exploit market inefficiencies using a combination
of its researchers’ custom-built models and insights from their portfolio managers. While quantitative models
facilitate objective decision-making as well as broad coverage of equity markets, no single model can cover the
full complexity of the factors driving stock markets. The team is tasked with designing portfolios and identifying
emerging sources of risk that may not yet be sufficiently captured by quantitative approaches. ESG plays an
important role in this process, with emphasis on governance when it comes to risk and emphasis on a broad range
of ESG concerns when it comes to proxy voting. Within TDAM’s Quantitative Low Carbon/Low Volatility strategy, the
team includes carbon footprint as an additional input into its model, among other climate factors such as oil sands
involvement and coal extraction and combustion.
Fixed income: TDAM’s Credit Research team evaluates ESG factors as part of a comprehensive credit review
process for both corporate and government issuers. In addition to evaluating the financial strength of issuers, an
ESG assessment is conducted for every issuer included on the TDAM credit-approved list. To gain a stronger picture
of a company’s credit quality, the team also engages management to understand how issuers are addressing
material ESG exposures. Our credit research and issuer engagement inform both our internal credit ratings as well
as an ESG-specific score. Our analysis is regularly updated and incorporated into sector analyst reports to TDAM’s
Credit Committee. The Fixed Income team also leverages internal guidelines and best practices for evaluating ESGlabeled issuances such as Green Bonds, Social Bonds, Sustainability Bonds and Sustainability-Linked Bonds.
Passive investing: While holdings within our passive strategies are guided by the relevant indices that they
replicate, we continue to evolve our analysis to advance sustainability across all portfolios. Passive strategies
benefit from the firm’s direct and collaborative engagements on ESG issues, the ESG-relevant research
incorporated into our proxy voting, and the dialogue we continue to have with regulatory bodies, stock exchanges
and other partners on ESG matters.
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Alternative Investments: TDAM’s Alternatives team seeks to integrate best-in-class sustainability practices across
all real estate, infrastructure and mortgage investment and portfolio management processes. This includes
acquisitions, developments, capital planning and ongoing operations. We believe that our sustainability strategy
is fully aligned with our investment philosophy, which focuses on risk management, disciplined processes and
sustainable returns. We adhere to the following principles, which we also work to extend to management partners
and related external service providers:
•

We are committed to minimizing the environmental impact of our investments by staying attentive to resource
utilization and waste. Some of those efforts include reducing energy and water use, reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, considering renewable energy sources, minimizing waste output, focusing on waste diversion, using
sustainable materials and equipment, and pursuing third-party certification standards relating to sustainable
practices wherever possible.

•

To encourage the continuous improvement of sustainability best practices and to support our values of integrity
and accountability, we are committed to promoting sustainable practices and embedding sustainability
considerations into our investment processes and policies. We will continue to measure our progress towards
these commitments. Both the Real Estate and Infrastructure teams are members of GRESB, an organization which
provides the leading ESG benchmark for real estate and infrastructure investments.6

Client-Driven Solutions
ESG factors are considered as part of the investment process across TDAM’s product offerings. The development
of ESG-themed products continues to offer opportunities for our firm to grow, while playing a positive role in the
transition to a low-carbon economy. A summary of our current environmentally-focused offerings is below. Through
the work of our product development teams and our Investing in Climate Solutions working group, we will continue
to seek opportunities to innovate in this space.
Fund

TD North American
Sustainability
Equity Fund

TD North American
Sustainability
Balanced Fund

Strategy

Description

Active

This fund invests primarily in a diversified portfolio of North American
securities. Security selection focuses on an issuer’s ability to profitably
generate and grow free cash flow and on its efficiency at allocating
capital, while also demonstrating positive contributions towards the
Sustainable Development Goals as set out by the United Nations. This
fund offers active fundamental management, a robust investment
process and disciplined integrated ESG approach with fundamental
risk diversification.

Active

This fund focuses on investing in a combination of common share
and bond investments that demonstrate positive contributions
towards the Sustainable Development Goals as set out by the United
Nations. The common share investments will tend to focus on industry
leaders that, in our view, have sustainable competitive advantages
evidenced by the high returns on capital, strong balance sheets and
management teams which are able to manage capital efficiently. The
bond investments focus on a combination of ESG-screened bonds that
leverage TDAM’s proprietary ESG scoring system to select issuers with
below-average ESG risks across the fixed income universe and ESGlabeled bonds, which include bonds issued under a Green, Sustainable
or Transition bond framework.
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Fund

Strategy

Description

Quantitative

The fund intends to achieve its objective by investing primarily in
common shares of corporations in the MSCI World Total Return Index.
The fund will generally overweight its portfolio with securities that it
expects to deliver less volatile returns, and underweight, or exclude,
securities that have a high carbon footprint and are expected to
deliver more volatile returns. The portfolio management team uses
an optimization process aimed at exposing the portfolio to the
lowest forecasted risk subject to efficient trading and to investment
constraints. These constraints include our low carbon footprint
constraint target – as well as constraints precluding investment in
companies with direct involvement, and/or indirect involvement
through corporate ownership, in oil sands, coal extraction and
combustion, controversial weapons as well as tobacco companies.

Passive

This fund seeks to track the performance of a Canadian equity market
index which measures the investment return of Canadian large- and
mid-capitalization issuers that exhibit higher ESG ratings relative to
their peers.

Passive

This fund seeks to track the performance of a U.S. equity market
index which measures the investment return of U.S. large- and midcapitalization issuers that exhibit higher ESG ratings relative to their
peers.

Passive

This fund seeks to track the performance of an international equity
market index which measures the investment return of large- and midcapitalization issuers in Developed Markets located outside of North
America, that exhibit higher ESG ratings relative to their peers.

TD Morningstar ESG
Canada Corporate
Bond Index ETF

Passive

This fund seeks to track the performance of a Canadian corporate
bond index which measures the investment return of fixed-income
securities of issuers that exhibit higher ESG ratings relative to their
peers.

TD Morningstar
ESG U.S. Corporate
Bond Index ETF

Passive

This fund seeks to track the performance of a U.S. corporate bond
index which measures the investment return of fixed-income securities
of issuers that exhibit higher ESG ratings relative to their peers.

TD Emerald Low
Carbon / Low
Volatility Global
Equity PFT

TD Morningstar ESG
Canada Equity ETF

TD Morningstar ESG
U.S. Equity Index ETF

TD Morningstar ESG
International Equity
ETF

Engagement
TDAM considers its engagements with its investee companies to be a primary way in which it can positively
influence the transition to a low-carbon economy. Our engagement activities serve as a central input to our
investment analysis, and they will help inform our approach to net-zero emissions.
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TDAM develops an annual Climate Focus List of companies for engagement priorities. The methodology behind the
focus list involves a combination of the issuer’s historical environmental performance, assessment of the issuer’s
climate targets, as well as TDAM’s assets under management (AUM) with each issuer. We prioritize issuers we
believe we can have a strong influence on through ongoing discussions with company directors and management.
We intend to engage with each issuer that gets added to the list for a minimum of two years before assessing its
continued place on the list. Moving forward, we intend to expand our climate engagement reach through proactive
letter-writing campaigns to companies that are not adequately managing climate risk but do not meet all the
criteria to be placed on our Climate Focus List.
While every engagement is unique to each issuer, its industry and region, TDAM generally encourages companies
to publish Scope 1 and 2 emissions figures as well as material Scope 3 emissions figures with limited or reasonable
assurance. We also generally encourage the companies we engage with to set science-based targets that
are aligned with a net-zero by 2050 target, detail the tactics they will use to achieve their emissions targets,
encourage board oversight of climate-related matters, and/or tie executive compensation to ESG metrics.
TDAM is also involved in several collaborative engagement initiatives such as Climate Engagement Canada,
Climate Action 100+, and the CDP (formerly known as Carbon Disclosure Project), among others. These initiatives
broaden our ability to reach as many of our investee companies as possible, while furthering the collaborative
approach to sustainability within the asset management industry.

TDAM held 84 climate-focused engagements with 70 companies in 2021.

Proxy Voting
At TDAM, it is our fiduciary duty to exercise our voting rights as shareholders on matters material to the companies
in which we invest. Proxy voting is a central part of our stewardship toolbox, and we approach this responsibility with
a commitment to long-term value on behalf of our clients.
Proxy voting at TDAM is overseen and governed by our dedicated Proxy Voting Sub-Committee, which is a subcommittee of our broader TDAM ESG Committee. For more information on this committee please see page 6 in the
Governance section.
TDAM is committed to remaining transparent about its proxy voting policies and actions. We recently updated our
Proxy Voting Guidelines >, which outline our voting policies across several issue areas, including on environmental
issues.
Additionally, TDAM publishes quarterly proxy voting reports. Our most recent reports can be found on our
Sustainable Investing webpage >.

TDAM supported 35 climate-specific shareholder
proposals through the 2021 Proxy Voting season.
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Contributing to the Advancement of Climate Integration
in Asset Management
As the world’s understanding of climate risk rapidly evolves, so does the asset management industry’s approach
to managing those risks. TDAM considers contributions to the industry dialogue on climate change to be crucial
as we continue to refine the methodologies used to measure, manage, and mitigate climate risk within our
portfolios. To that end, TDAM has and intends to continue to contribute to the industry dialogue through noninvestment-related engagements and through our thought leadership program.

Non-investment-related engagements
Regulatory Bodies: We have collaborated with regulators to advocate that securities filings include the requirement
to disclose key ESG facts in plain language.

In 2021, TDAM formally submitted a response supporting the CFA Institute’s
Consultation on Global ESG Disclosure Standards for Investment Products.

Exchanges: We have helped the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) design and run environmental and social disclosure
workshops for TSX-listed companies.
Data Providers: In 2021, we formally provided feedback to a large ESG data provider, of which TDAM is a customer,
on how to improve several ESG metrics.

Industry-wide Collaboration
TDAM has actively participated in Phase One and Two of the United Nations Environment Programme Finance
Initiative, including contributing the following two case studies to the Phase Two Landscape Review Module in 2021:
•

Two members of TDAM’s Real Estate investment risk team evaluated The Climate Service, a third-party provider of
physical climate risk data. The case study focused on physical risks due to climate change in TDAM’s Global Real
Estate Fund, with a specific focus on assets in the Asia-Pacific region. Participating in the module allowed the team
to identify assets at the highest risk, begin to pinpoint the causes of that risk and advance a conversation about
how to mitigate that risk.

•

A member of TDAM’s Quantitative Equity investment team evaluated ISS ESG, a third-party provider of ESG data
for equity portfolios. The exercise included conducting scenario, transition and physical risk analysis of a fund’s
underlying assets. The insights gained through participating in the module can be leveraged for security selection,
for a better understanding of the climate risks faced by companies under consideration, as well as for portfolio
construction, to lower or cap the portfolio’s overall exposure to climate risks.
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In 2021, TDAM became a founding member of Climate Engagement Canada, which aims to drive dialogue between
the financial community and Canadian corporations to promote a just transition to a net-zero economy.
TDAM is a signatory and active investor participant in the Climate Action 100+ initiative. In 2021, as part of a group
of Canadian asset managers, we engaged with two heavy-emitting Canadian companies to encourage stronger
climate action.
TDAM has supported the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) since 2008. Our most recent Transparency
Report can be found here >.

TDAM is a signatory to the Canadian
Investor Statement on Climate Change.
As a signatory, TDAM calls on companies to
establish long-term and interim GHG emission
reduction targets that are based on climate
science and are aligned with the ambition of
achieving net-zero emissions by 2050.

TDAM is a signatory to the 2021 Global
Investor Statement to Governments on
the Climate Crisis.
As a signatory of the Statement to world
governments, TDAM urged them to undertake
five priority actions to accelerate climate
investment before COP26.

Thought Leadership
TDAM regularly publishes thought leadership on a wide variety of subjects through both external publications and
our own channels. Given the importance of climate change to our business, the systemic risks associated with
climate change and our belief that we have a role to play in shaping the industry’s approach to climate change,
we have made climate a focus area for our thought leadership program. TDAM leverages expertise from across the
firm to contribute to our climate-focused thought leadership. Below is a sample of the climate-focused pieces we
contributed to in 2021:
•

Lithium: A Circular Economy Perspective for ESG Investment and Stewardship >
by Priti Shokeen, Head of ESG Research and Engagement

•

A Roadmap for Asset Allocators to Achieve Net-Zero Portfolio Emissions (available in Responsible Investor’s Report:
COP26 & The EU Sustainable Finance Agenda: The Starting Line For The Next Decade >)
by Michael Craig, Head of Asset Allocation, and Priti Shokeen, Head of ESG Research and Engagement

•

Scope 3 Emissions: The Next Frontier in Climate Engagements >
by John McHughan, Climate Risk Analyst
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Risk Management
TDAM’s approach to climate risk management is comprised of four key processes: risk identification and
assessment, measurement, control, and monitoring and reporting.
1.

Identification and Assessment – Climate risk identification and assessment is focused on defining, recognizing
and understanding climate risks as they relate to TDAM’s investments.

2. Measurement – Measurement practices continue to evolve and will support TDAM’s ability to provide timely
and accurate quantification of the risks assumed. TDAM currently uses commonly accepted climate risk metrics
within the asset management industry, such as Weighted Average Carbon Intensity, Climate Value at Risk and
Warming Potential, where data is available.
3. Control – Climate risk control is achieved through our continued progress on implementing best practices for
integrating climate considerations into our investment processes, our investee engagements, and our proxy
voting activities.
4. Monitoring and Reporting – Subject to data availability, we engage in ongoing monitoring and reporting of
relevant climate metrics against our funds’ benchmarks.
The responsibility for identification, assessment and management of climate-related risks sits at the management
level and is executed with assistance from various teams across TDAM. TDAM understands that climate-related risks
can have a wide range of impacts, and has summarized below the actions taken to identify, assess and mitigate the
potential resulting impacts.

Risk Category

Climate-Related Risk

Actions to identify, assess and mitigate climate-related risk

Market Risk

Impacts of physical
and transition risk
on market factors
such as equity prices,
commodity prices
and credit spreads.

Depending on the materiality of climate risk to the investment and
subject to data availability:
•

TDAM integrates climate-related considerations into investment
processes across all asset classes. The approach to integration
varies across asset classes but can include:
→ Evaluating assets on climate-related indicators such as
absolute GHG emissions and emissions’ intensity.
→ Conducting scenario analysis, where data is available,
to assess the risk to our investments under a number of
different climate scenarios.
→ Considering the strength and scope of our investee
companies’ climate targets and climate-focused reporting.

•

Fund-level ESG reporting and climate metrics are included in
TDAM’s quarterly risk review processes.

•

Within our equity and fixed income assets, we actively engage
with investee companies to promote stronger climate risk
management and greater transparency through reporting.
Where applicable, we will exercise our rights as shareholders
through supporting climate-focused shareholder proposals.
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Risk Category

Climate-Related Risk

Actions to identify, assess and mitigate climate-related risk

Legal,
Regulatory
Compliance
and Conduct
Risk

Increased potential for
climate-related litigation
and/or legal or regulatory
enforcement action.
Introduction of new,
and changes to laws
and regulations, novel
application of current laws
and regulations in the
Environmental and Social
domain, and issuance of
judicial decisions that may
result in unanticipated new
regulations.
Increased momentum
and global policy
initiatives focusing on ESG
integration.

•

Climate-focused regulations impacting TDAM, its clients
and investee companies are evolving at a rapid pace. The
TDAM Regulatory and Policy Governance team and the
ESG Research and Engagement team share responsibility
for monitoring and evaluating regulations.

•

Where applicable, TDAM has participated in, and will
continue to participate in, Canadian and international
regulatory consultations related to climate risk in the
asset management industry.

Reputational
Risk

Stakeholder perceptions of
TDAM’s action or inaction in
relation to climate change.
Increased pressure and
focus from NGOs to apply
sustainable investment and
business practices.

•

TDAM strives to communicate its approach to climate
change to all relevant stakeholders. TDAM has made
reporting and transparency a priority in 2022 and this
TCFD report serves to communicate the firm’s actions
to a broad group of stakeholders. TDAM will strive to
improve transparency as it relates to its approach to
climate change.

•

In 2021, the firm improved transparency in its proxy voting
and engagement activities by beginning publication of
quarterly proxy voting reports.

Risk of not being able to
meet changing customer
and consumer expectations
for ESG products and
services.

•

TDAM regularly seeks to improve the solutions it offers
and introduce new solutions to meet the changing needs
and expectations of existing and potential clients.

•

TDAM provides tailored climate-reporting to clients on an
as-requested basis.

Impact of extreme weather
events on physical
operations.

•

TDAM is subject to TD’s enterprise-wide Business
Continuity and Crisis Management program, to support
management’s ability to operate TD’s businesses and
operations in the event of a business disruption incident.

•

Additionally, TDAM staff have access to the the TD Wealth
business operates a Wealth Incident Management App,
which is designed to help all Wealth employees, including
TDAM staff, prepare and know what to do when facing
business disruptions or emergencies.

Strategic Risk

Operational
Risk
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Metrics and Targets7
To understand the carbon footprint of our investments, we use point-in-time financed emissions metrics, including
WACI and Carbon Emissions/$M invested, at both the firm and portfolio level. Financed emissions are the GHG
emissions associated with the investments TDAM makes, rather than emissions resulting directly from TDAM’s
operations. We recognize that these point-in-time calculations do not tell the whole story of a portfolio or an
individual company’s approach to climate change. We understand that a company which has the poorest carbon
intensity number may also have put forward ambitious targets and rigorous plans to achieve them. In these cases,
we use our engagement strategy to augment what the numbers tell us.

Metric

Category

Unit

Definition

Weighted
Average
Carbon
Intensity

Carbon
Emissions

tCO2e/$M Revenue

Measures a portfolio’s exposure to carbon-intensive
companies and is computed as the sum product
of the portfolio companies’ carbon intensities
(normalized over sales) and portfolio weights.
Current value of investment issuer’s Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions
∑ {			
x			
}
current portfolio value
issuer’s $M revenue

Emissions per
Million Dollars
Invested

Carbon
Emissions

tCO2e/$M invested

Measures the carbon efficiency of a portfolio,
defined as the total carbon emissions of the portfolio
normalized per million dollars of portfolio value.
Current value of investment
enterprise value including cash

∑ { 			

x issuer’s scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions
		

Current portfolio value ($M)

}

Scenario Analysis
Given the limitations of point-in-time metrics, TDAM also uses forward-looking climate scenario analysis to help us
understand the potential impact of climate change on its investee companies. Conducting climate scenario analysis
involves assessing the climate risks and opportunities posed by and to our investee companies through the lens
of various future warming scenarios, including scenarios where there is global warming of 1.5°C, 2°C and 3°C. To
conduct scenario analysis, we leverage third-party data and models, including MSCI’s Climate Value at Risk (CVaR)
and Warming Potential metrics. Leveraging these metrics helps inform TDAM’s assessment of the potential downside
risks climate change poses to its investments.
TDAM assesses the metrics below at an asset class level, and where data allows for it, at an individual portfolio level.
We also examine different scenarios for individual security analysis, where data allows for it.
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Metric

Category

Unit

Definition7

Climate Value
at Risk

Transition
and
Physical
Risk

Potential change
in market value,
expressed as a
percentage

CVaR reflects the stressed market value of a
company’s issued securities under a specific climate
change scenario. Climate VaR aggregates exposure
from policy risk, technology opportunities and
physical climate risk to deliver a comprehensive
understanding of climate change risk exposure.
Under the 2°C scenario, the risk model delivers
forward-looking climate scenario analysis by using
carbon prices from the Asia-Pacific Integrated
Modeling/Computable General Equilibrium (AIM
CGE) model, technology forecasts using companyspecific patent portfolios, and trend data for extreme
cold, extreme heat, extreme precipitation, heavy
snowfall, extreme wind, coastal flooding, fluvial
flooding and tropical cyclones.

Warming
Potential

Transition
and
Physical
Risk

Degrees Celsius

The Warming Potential metrics aim to measure how
a given portfolio or company is aligned to a pathway
corresponding to a target level of global temperature
rise. The Scope 1, 2 and 3 Warming Potential models
include emission reduction targets reported by
companies. A methodology is employed to normalize
reduction amounts to make them comparable
across companies.

Equities7

WACI

Category

Unit

Carbon
Emissions

tCO2e/
$M Revenue

Carbon
Carbon
Emissions
Emissions
/$M invested

tCO2e/$M
invested

CVaR

Transition
and
Physical
Risk

Potential
change in
market value,
expressed as
a percentage

Warming
Potential
(Scope 1,2,3)

Transition
and
Physical
Risk

Degrees
Celsius

Canadian

Canadian
Benchmark8

US

US
Benchmark9

Global

Global
Benchmark10

EM

EM
Benchmark11

368

319

145

131

137

122

194

309

92

82

30

33

59

66

44

134

-12.3

-10.8

-5.8

-6.4

-14.4

-15.0

-14.5

-20.3

4.4

4.3

3.2

3.1

3.3

3.4

4.7

4.2
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Corporate Fixed Income7
Category

Unit

Canadian

WACI

Carbon
Emissions

tCO2e/
$M Revenue

179

Carbon
Emissions
/$M invested

Carbon
Emissions

tCO2e/$M
invested

CVaR

Transition and
Physical Risk

Warming
Potential
(Scope 1,2,3)

Transition and
Physical Risk

Canadian
Benchmark12

US

US Benchmark13

254

281

171

43

49

105

29

Potential change
in market value,
expressed as a
percentage

-1

-1

-1.5

-1

Degrees Celsius

4.2

4.3

4.1

3.4

Limitations
•

There is a lack of consistency among different companies in GHG Emissions data because data is self-reported
and calculated using varying methodologies. In many jurisdictions, GHG emissions data is not required to be
assured or verified by a third party. Where companies do not disclose, estimation models that are based on
assumptions are used. Over time as regulatory regimes evolve, we expect there will be greater transparency
and assurance with self-reported emissions data, which in turn will improve the quality and quantity of GHG
emissions data.

•

GHG Emissions data is predominantly disclosed on an annual basis for the previous fiscal year, meaning, there
is a potential for misalignment between the GHG data used in calculations and the corresponding financial
metrics such as Enterprise Value and Revenue.

•

GHG Emissions are a point-in-time calculation. They do not capture any quantitative or qualitative data about a
company’s approach to lowering its carbon footprint over time.

•

Metrics such as WACI and Carbon Emissions Per/$M invested can fluctuate due to non-emissions-related factors
such as changes in company revenue, enterprise value and market capitalization.
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Alternative Assets
Within alternative investment strategies, integrating ESG considerations into investment practices may help investors
to capture sustainability-related opportunities and mitigate risks. Empirical evidence reveals that real asset owners
who consider ESG factors in their processes are better able to compete in the markets where they operate, stay ahead
of changing regulation and reduce resource use, which may lead to lower operating costs and higher risk-adjusted
returns. These implications directly impact the origination market. Ultimately, climate change is an increasingly
prominent global issue driving the need for action within the investment industry, including by private lenders.
Since 2016, we have been an active participant in external ESG benchmarking for real asset portfolios through GRESB.
GRESB is an investor-led organization and the leading ESG benchmark for real estate and infrastructure investments
across the world, used by 140 institutional and financial investors. The GRESB Score is an overall measure of ESG
performance – represented as a percentage, where 100 percent is the maximum score.

2021
Score

2020
Score

GRESB
Average

TD Greystone Canadian Real Estate Strategy -Standing Investment

73

70

73

TD Greystone Canadian Real Estate Strategy -Development

79

75

79

TD Greystone Global Real Estate Strategy – Standing Investment

82

75

73

85

70

77

GRESB Score
Real Estate Assessment

Infrastructure Assessment
TD Greystone Infrastructure Strategy

Physical Climate Risk in Canadian Real Estate:
In 2021, TDAM undertook a physical climate risk analysis of the TD Greystone Canadian Real Estate
Strategy to identify properties most at risk due to physical damage from climate change and prioritize
building resilience into these properties. To do this, TDAM used both third-party climate risk data and a
climate resilience survey sent to all of its property managers. Overall, TDAM found that the portfolio has
a low climate risk profile, with total gross asset value (GAV) at risk of approximately $146 million out of
a total of $16 billion, or approximately 1%. This analysis did not include pluvial flooding risk due to data
limitations; however, given that it can be a common source of climate risk in parts of Canada, TDAM
intends to work to find a solution for these data limitations in its next iteration.
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Our Operational Footprint
At an operational level, TDAM’s Scope 1 and 2 emissions are included in TD Bank’s climate reporting. Additionally,
TDAM’s operational emissions (Scope 1 and 2) are covered by TD’s net-zero target.

Looking Forward
The publication of its first TCFD report marks the end of a transformational year for TDAM. Looking forward,
TDAM will continue to build on the progress made in 2021 by implementing its approach to net-zero and directly
addressing the carbon footprint of its investments through its proxy voting and engagement program. For 2022,
TDAM’s ESG Research and Engagement Team and investment teams have refreshed and expanded the climate
focus list by assessing the largest contributors to TDAM’s WACI, adding 16 companies to the list. TDAM’s focus
will be on engaging with these companies to share its expectations around target setting and GHG reductions
and any concerns it has with the companies’ current approach to managing climate risk within their business.
We recognize that we cannot solve the climate crisis on our own. We are committed to working with our investee
companies, peers in the asset management industry, governments, non-government organizations and other
stakeholders, to collectively work towards a net-zero world by 2050. We are committed to the practice of
continuous improvement and we look forward to sharing the progress we achieve over the coming year in our
next TCFD report.

Additional Resources:
1.

TD ESG Reporting >

2. TDAM Sustainable Investing Approach >
3. Proxy Voting Guidelines >
4. Thought Leadership >

Forward
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Appendix
Additional Metrics

2021 Climate Shareholder Proposals Supported: 35
Number Company Name

Proposal Text

1

AGL Energy Limited

Approve Paris Goals and Targets

2

Australia & New Zealand Banking
Group Limited

Approve Transition Planning Disclosure

3

Berkshire Hathaway Inc.

Report on Climate-Related Risks and Opportunities

4

BHP Group Plc

Approve Capital Protection

5

Booking Holdings Inc.

Report on Annual Climate Transition

6

Booking Holdings Inc.

Annual Investor Advisory Vote on Climate Plan

7

Caterpillar Inc.

Report on Climate Policy

8

Charter Communications, Inc.

Report on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Disclosure

9

Chevron Corporation

Reduce Scope 3 Emissions

10

Chevron Corporation

Report on Impacts of Net Zero 2050 Scenario

11

Commonwealth Bank of Australia

Approve Transition Planning Disclosure

12

ConocoPhillips

Emission Reduction Targets

13

Delta Air Lines, Inc.

Report on Climate Lobbying

14

Exxon Mobil Corporation

Issue Audited Report on Financial Impacts of IEA's Net Zero 2050 Scenario

15

Exxon Mobil Corporation

Report on Corporate Climate Lobbying Aligned with Paris Agreement

16

General Motors Company

Report on GHG Emissions Targets as a Performance Element of Executive Compensation

17

Imperial Oil Limited

Adopt a Corporate Wide Ambition to Achieve Net Zero Carbon Emissions

18

Monster Beverage Corporation

Annual Vote and Report on Climate Change

19

National Australia Bank Limited

Approve Transition Planning Disclosure

20

Norfolk Southern Corporation

Report on Corporate Climate Lobbying Aligned with Paris Agreement

21

Oil Search Ltd.

Approve Capital Protection

22

Origin Energy Limited

Subject to Resolution 10a Being Passed, Approve the Shareholder Proposal Re: ClimateRelated Lobbying Resolution

23

Origin Energy Limited

Subject to Resolution 10a Being Passed, Approve the Shareholder Proposal Re: Paris-Aligned
Capital Expenditure Resolution

24

Phillips 66

Adopt GHG Emissions Reduction Targets

25

Phillips 66

Report on Climate Lobbying

26

QBE Insurance Group Limited

Approve Exposure Reduction Targets

27

Royal Dutch Shell Plc

Request Shell to Set and Publish Targets for Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions

28

Sempra Energy

Report on Corporate Climate Lobbying Aligned with Paris Agreement

29

Sumitomo Corp.

Amend Articles to Disclose Plan Outlining Company's Business Strategy to Align Investments
with Goals of Paris Agreement

30

T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.

Report on and Assess Proxy Voting Policies in Relation to Climate Change Position

31

Union Pacific Corporation

Annual Vote and Report on Climate Change

32

United Airlines Holdings, Inc.

Report on Global Warming-Related Lobbying Activities

33

United Parcel Service, Inc.

Report on Climate Change

34

Walmart Inc.

Report on Refrigerants Released from Operations

35

Worthington Industries, Inc.

Report on Climate Policy
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2021 Climate-Focused Investee Engagements:
84 Engagement Meetings with 70 organizations

Climate Engagement by Sector

2

8

3
9

1

8

2

16

4
1

4

1

Auto

Materials

Communication Services

Public-Private Partnerships

Consumer Discretionary

Real Estate

Consumer Staples

Sovereign

Energy

Sub-sovereign

Financials

Supranational

Information Technology

Utilities

Infrastructure
9

1

1

Endnotes
TD Asset Management Inc. is a member of TD Bank Group and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Toronto-Dominion Bank. For more information
on TD s approach to climate change, including its 2021 TCFD Report, please visit their ESG Publications page >. Throughout this report, “TD” or
“the Bank” refers to TD Bank Group. “We” refers to TDAM.
2
PCAF is a global partnership of financial institutions that work together to develop and implement a harmonized approach to assess and disclose
the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with their loans and investments.
3
United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) is a partnership between UNEP and the global financial sector to mobilize
private sector finance for sustainable development.
4
Climate Action 100+ is an investor initiative to ensure the world’s largest corporate greenhouse gas emitters take necessary action on climate change.
5
Climate Engagement Canada is a finance-led initiative that drives dialogue between the financial community and corporate issuers to promote
a just transition to a net zero economy.
6
GRESB is a mission driven and investor led organization providing standardized and validated Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
data to the capital markets. Established in 2009, GRESB has become the leading ESG benchmark for real estate and infrastructure investments
across the world.
7
The metrics cover all TDAM equity and corporate fixed income holdings as of October 31, 2021, subject to data availability, including the following
sub-advised funds: TD Canadian Small Cap Equity Fund, TD Emerging Markets Fund, TD US Blue Chip Equity Fund, TD US Mid Cap Growth Fund,
TD US Small Cap Equity Fund, TD Health Sciences Fund, TD Science and Technology Fund, TD Global Entertainment & Communications Fund; and,
legacy TDAM USA accounts which were transitioned to be managed by Epoch Investment Partners in stages over 2021. All emissions and CVaR
data provided by MSCI. CVaR and Warming Potential definitions provided by MSCI
8
Canadian Benchmark: S&P/TSX Composite Index
9
USA Benchmark: S&P 500 Index
10
Global Benchmark: MSCI EAFE Index
11
EM Benchmark: MSCI Emerging Markets Index
12
Canadian Benchmark: FTSE Canada Universe Corporate Bond Index
13
USA Benchmark: ICE BofA U.S. Corporates A-AAA Rated 1-10 Years
1
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The information contained herein has been provided by TD Asset Management Inc. and is for information purposes only. The information has been drawn
from sources believed to be reliable. Graphs and charts are used for illustrative purposes only and do not reflect future values or future performance
of any investment. The information does not provide financial, legal, tax or investment advice. Particular investment, tax, or trading strategies should
be evaluated relative to each individual’s objectives and risk tolerance. Certain statements in this document may contain forward-looking statements
(“FLS”) that are predictive in nature and may include words such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “believes”, “estimates” and similar forwardlooking expressions or negative versions thereof. FLS are based on current expectations and projections about future general economic, political and
relevant market factors, such as interest and foreign exchange rates, equity and capital markets, the general business environment, assuming no
changes to tax or other laws or government regulation or catastrophic events. Expectations and projections about future events are inherently subject
to risks and uncertainties, which may be unforeseeable. Such expectations and projections may be incorrect in the future. FLS are not guarantees
of future performance. Actual events could differ materially from those expressed or implied in any FLS. A number of important factors including
those factors set out above can contribute to these digressions. You should avoid placing any reliance on FLS. All products contain risk. Important
information about the pooled funds is contained in their respective offering circular, which we encourage you to read before investing. Please obtain
a copy. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns of the funds including changes in unit value and reinvestment
of all distributions. Yields, investment returns and unit values will fluctuate for all funds. All performance data represent past returns and are not
necessarily indicative of future performance. Pooled fund units are not deposits as defined by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other
government deposit insurer and are not guaranteed by The Toronto-Dominion Bank. Investment strategies and current holdings are subject to change.
TD Pooled Funds are managed by TD Asset Management Inc. Morningstar® Canada Sustainability Extended IndexSM is a service mark of Morningstar
and has been licensed for use for certain purposes by TDAM. TD Morningstar ESG Canada Equity Index ETF (“TD ETF”) is not sponsored, endorsed,
sold or promoted by Morningstar, and Morningstar makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in this TD ETF. Morningstar® US
Sustainability Extended IndexSM is a service mark of Morningstar and has been licensed for use for certain purposes by TDAM. TD Morningstar ESG
U.S. Equity Index ETF (“TD ETF”) is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Morningstar, and Morningstar makes no representation regarding
the advisability of investing in this TD ETF. Morningstar® Developed Markets ex-North America Sustainability Extended IndexSM is a service mark of
Morningstar and has been licensed for use for certain purposes by TDAM. TD Morningstar ESG International Equity Index ETF (“TD ETF”) is not
sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Morningstar, and Morningstar makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in this TD ETF.
The Morningstar® Canada Corporate Bond Sustainability IndexTM and the Morningstar® US Corporate Bond Sustainability IndexTM are service
marks of Morningstar, Inc. and have been licensed for use for certain purposes by TD Asset Management Inc. The TD Morningstar ESG Canada
Corporate Bond Index ETF is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Morningstar, and Morningstar makes no representation regarding the
advisability of investing in the TD ESG ETFs. The Morningstar® Canada Corporate Bond Sustainability IndexTM and the Morningstar® US Corporate
Bond Sustainability IndexTM are service marks of Morningstar, Inc. and have been licensed for use for certain purposes by TD Asset Management
Inc. TD Morningstar ESG U.S Corporate Bond Index ETF is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Morningstar, and Morningstar makes no
representation regarding the advisability of investing in the TD ESG ETFs. Neither MSCI ESG Research LLC, its affiliates nor any other party involved
in or related to compiling, computing or creating the information (the “ESG Parties”) makes any express or implied warranties or representations and
shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any information provided by ESG Parties contained herein (the “Information”). The Information may not
be further redistributed or used as a basis for other indexes or any securities or financial products. This report is not approved, endorsed, reviewed or
produced by ESG Parties. None of the Information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making)
any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. TD Asset Management Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Toronto-Dominion
Bank. ®The TD logo and other TD trademarks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank or its subsidiaries.
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